Triggerguard, wax cast brass or steel ......................... #TG-Jaeg-2-B or I
This triggerguard features a nice finial at front and rear. The large open bow indicates its use on a Germanic Jaeger short barreled hunting rifle. Many Jaeger rifles predate our American longrifle, and screws were more common in Europe.
This triggerguard has a boss for our steel #Screw-8x5/8 at the rear, and a lug for our #Pin-3/32 steel dowel pin at front. Use a proper steel screw and pin. Brass screws are almost unknown on antique guns.
#TG-Jaeg-2-B triggerguard, wax cast brass only $33.99
#TG-Jaeg-2-I triggerguard, wax cast steel only $24.99

Gun Maker's tip:
Long castings, such as triggerguards, tend to become bent slightly during manufacturing and shipping. Made of malleable metal, they must be straightened before use.
Sight along the casting to observe any bend or twist. Clamp one end in a padded vise. Gently correct any twist first, then straighten any bend. Plan your corrections, and make each change in one attempt. Repeated flexing will eventually cause cracks.
Anneal (heat and air cool) brass or nickel silver before bending. Do not heat steel. Make bends cold, to your satisfaction, before polishing.
Since this work is beyond our control, at your risk, you may return any unsatisfactory part before you attempt to anneal, bend, or polish it, but not after.